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in this talk…

• ‘healthy rivers’ premise

• state of river management 

• river management 

principles



the ‘healthy rivers’ premise

The Premise:  SMPs are developed to 

promote and protect healthy rivers such 

that they benefit recreation and ecosystem 

function while also providing for consumptive 

water uses. 



what is a ‘healthy’ river?

a healthy river is one that supports a full complement of native 

aquatic and riparian species, with a minimum of human 

intervention

“Rivers and aquatic ecosystems are 
the biological engines of the planet”

- World Commission on Dams, 2000



what is a ‘healthy’ river?

Healthy rivers convey water, sediment, wood

Healthy rivers are disturbance-dependent

Fetherston 2005



what is a ‘healthy’ river?

Healthy rivers are messy and variable - habitat is all about complexity



what is a ‘healthy’ river?

Adapted from Montgomery and Buffington 1997 



what is a ‘healthy’ river?



canaries in the coal mine

Source: Precious Heritage (2000) © TNC, NatureServe
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failure to advance

“Empirical evaluation of channel restoration 
projects documented little evidence of ecologically 
successful outcomes…. And, in some cases, even 
found evidence of increased degradation.”

(Bernhardt and Palmer, 2011)

“…the balance of published evidence suggests that current 
practices of stream restoration – in terms of scale and 
technique – cannot be assumed to provide demonstrable
physical, chemical, or biological functional improvements.”

(Doyle and Shields, 2012)

One sometimes needs a stiff drink when reading about 

research into restoration projects, with only around 10% of 

such projects achieving documented success.
(Harris, 2012)



what’s holding us back?  1. small scale strategies

We should not expect to solve the 
problem of death by a thousand cuts 

with a dozen Band-Aids.



what’s holding us back?  2. risk aversion

We should not expect dynamic systems if 
we are not willing to allow dynamic 

systems.



what’s holding us back?  3. focus on habitat and form

Fischenich 2006

All river habitat is inherently temporary.
We should not expect benefits from constructed 

habitat to persist where natural processes 
remain constrained.



what’s holding us back?  4. learning

All restoration is experimental. 
We shouldn’t expect to learn if 

we don’t measure defined 
expectations.

37,000 projects 

evaluated

70% - claimed 

success

<10% - monitored 

relative to criteria, 

mixed success
NRRSS 2005 



river management spectrum



Spectrum of constraints, opportunities  and goals
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Spectrum of constraints, opportunities  and goals

river management spectrum
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SMP principles 1. prioritize strategies

18

1. Protect river 

processes

2. Reconnect 

healthy reaches

4. In-stream

rehabilitation

(after Roni et al. 2002)

3. Restore river

processes 



SMP principles 2. river as a corridor

river corridor: a portion of the valley necessary for 

the natural maintenance of a dynamic channel 

equilibrium and associated riparian areas



SMP principles 2. river as a corridor

a river corridor is a management paradigm

assessment: geomorphic, 

hydrologic, ecological

consider: stakeholder 

interests, infrastructure  



SMP principles 3. minimize constraints

consolidate infrastructure, crossings, and points of 

access and diversion



SMP principles 4. design for deformability

• give a river space

• design to deform



In the 19th century, we devoted our best minds to exploring nature.

In the 20th century, we devoted ourselves to controlling and harnessing it.

In the 21st century, we must devote ourselves to restoring it.

Stephen Ambrose


